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ABSTRACT Information hiding techniques have been recently getting increased attention from the security
community. This is because attackers often apply a variety of data hiding methods to exfiltrate confidential
information, enable covert transfers between the compromised victim’s machine and an attacker-operated
infrastructure, or stealthily transmit additional malicious tools. Furthermore, such data concealment can be
realized using different types of carriers, for instance, digital images, video, audio, text, or network traffic.
Therefore, by carefully inspecting various data hiding methods, it is possible to assess the implications that
such threats cause and to evaluate the preparedness of the existing defensive solutions. Minification is a
popular mean for source code size reduction while preserving its complete functionality. In effect, the data
transfer can be realized in a more efficient manner. Considering the above, in this paper, we systematically
evaluate if the minification process can be effectively used for secret data transfer. The performed extensive
experimental evaluation and obtained results indicate that the threat is real, thus countermeasures need to be
adjusted accordingly.

INDEX TERMS Information hiding, steganography, data hiding, network security, minification.

I. INTRODUCTION
Information hiding techniques are currently being increas-
ingly utilized by cyber criminals and, as a consequence, they
are drawing the attention of security professionals, too [6].
Such methods are gaining popularity among attackers as they
want to remain undetected by defensive systems for as long
as possible. Thus, information hiding methods are deployed,
for example, to make the message exchange with the compro-
misedmachine stealthy, to secretly download additional mali-
cious components/tools, or to exfiltrate confidential data [19].

The main challenge related to the information hiding tech-
nique detection is caused by the fact that, presently, any
kind of digital content exchanged via current communica-
tion networks may be utilized to conceal secrets. Data hid-
ing embraces a broad spectrum of methods starting from
cloaking bits within digital media content (i.e., audio, video,
image, or text files) [14] or file systems [22] to less evi-
dent utilization, for instance, when the network traffic from
services like IP telephony [26], cloud storage [7], or from
networking environments like Internet of Things [29] and
Industrial Control Systems [15] is used for this purpose.
Moreover, it must be emphasized that currently there is

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Zheng Yan .

no universal solution to counter information hiding tech-
niques on a large scale. The typical scenario is to develop
a dedicated detection approach for a particular data hid-
ing technique or carrier. Therefore, to conveniently upgrade
the protection systems, so they are ready to address such
threats, it is necessary to continuously monitor development
trends in information hiding and additionally investigate
novel techniques.

Minification (a.k.a. minimization) is nowadays one of the
most important techniques used to perform web content opti-
mization with the aim to decrease the websites’ size while
in transit. Typically, it is accomplished by eliminating redun-
dancy in the source code of interpreted markup or program-
ming languages. Such superfluous data embraces all that
is not necessary for the execution of the code, e.g., new
line characters, shortening variables’ names, removing white
spaces, comments, etc. Thus, minification reduces the dura-
tion of the overall communication and therefore the trans-
mission efficacy is improved. In result, the time of rendering
the website in the browser is reduced and the cost of data
exchange is smaller. Note that minification can be deployed
for a variety of contents, however, nowadays it is typically
used for JavaScript (JS) and Cascading Style Sheets (CSS).

Considering the popularity of minification, it is our belief
that investigating whether such a process may be effectively
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utilized for information concealment is of paramount impor-
tance. That is why this research is devoted to determine
whether minification of JavaScript files can be exploited to
covertly transfer secrets between a web server and a web
client. In our opinion, such a study is required because, as pre-
sented in [20], each day the volume of the JavaScript code
transferred from Alexa’s Top 10,000 websites is ca. 7.5GB.
This gives plenty of opportunities for attackers to exfiltrate
data for malicious purposes. Note also that applying data
hiding to minification seems to be, at a first glance, counter-
intuitive. This is because, in the typical data hiding scenario,
themost desired carrier is the onewith the highest redundancy
(as it converts to the best hiding characteristic). From this
perspective, minified files can be treated as less suspicious.
However, in this research we prove that it is possible to
develop an efficient data hiding scheme which relies on a
minification process where such redundancy is significantly
decreased.

This article is a significantly enhanced version of our previ-
ous workshop paper [25] where only an initial investigation of
the feasibility of using minification for data hiding purposes
was presented. It must be noted that in this research we
introduce the following novel contributions:
• We present a systematic study of the data concealment
technique that relies on the minification process. To our
best knowledge, such a topic has not been studied yet in
the literature.

• We conduct a thorough feasibility investigation to deter-
mine if it is possible to exploit minification for practical
data hiding and, in the result, we propose a new data
hiding technique.

• We conduct an extensive experimental evaluation of the
proposed information hiding scheme using a real-world
JavaScript files’ dataset and by considering its different
configuration variants.

The remainder of this article is structured as follows.
Section II showcases the most notable existing works
that are in the scope of the conducted research. Next,
in Section III the basics of the minification process are intro-
duced. In Section IV we introduce details of the proposed
information hiding scheme and we define the assumed threat
model. Then, in Section V the experimental methodology,
performance evaluation, and obtained results for different
variants are outlined. Finally, Section VI concludes our work
and details possible future directions.

II. RELATED WORK
As already mentioned, information hiding is a term incorpo-
rating a broad range of techniques which allow to conceal
secret data in innocent looking carriers and make them hard
to discover [18]. Such a process should not be confused with
encryption, where the main principle is different, i.e., the
content is in a unreadable form but overt. Note, however,
that such mechanisms can be utilized jointly to guarantee
that even if detected, the secret remains incomprehensible.
As there are continuous advancements in network defensive

systems, malicious actors like state-sponsored groups, cyber-
criminals, and terrorists are increasingly turning toward data
hiding schemes – they typically adopt a type of malicious
software equipped with one or more variations of informa-
tion hiding techniques. Such malware is typically referred as
stegomalware [6].
In the past decade, many types of threats have grown

in sophistication and, as a consequence, they can remain
unnoticed during different phases of the attack, for instance,
when exfiltrating data, infecting a host or communicating
via a Command & Control (C&C) channel [18]. Malicious
samples collected in thewild and existing research showcased
a variety of possible techniques like multi-stage loading,
anti-forensics schemes, obfuscated and encrypted executa-
bles, just to mention the most prominent ones. In recent
years, it has been discovered that steganography and other
information hiding methods can be treated as one more way
to empower malware. Currently, the following main groups
of data hiding techniques can be distinguished [18]:
• schemes that conceal data by modifying the status of
shared software/hardware resources,

• solutions that embed secret information into network
traffic,

• methods that rely on modifying the structure of the
digital file, or by utilizing steganographic techniques
applied to digital media.

It should be emphasized that the minification-based infor-
mation hiding solution presented in this paper can be classi-
fied to the last of the above mentioned groups as it relies on
the modification of the JavaScript files in the web services
context.

Below we review the most closely related works to the
information hiding scheme introduced in this paper.

A. INTENTIONAL REORDERING-BASED METHODS
As highlighted before, in the current literature, no research
has been conducted so far that investigates how minifica-
tion can be used for data hiding purposes. However, several
works exist that are related to the information hiding scheme
described in this paper. This includes schemes that rely on
the intentional reordering of specific aspects of the exchanged
data. Note that such research is typically based on the theory
of permutations [21], [27].

In this subsection, we review existing works in this
area using the classification presented in Fig. 1, where we
divide the previously proposed methods roughly into three
groups: flow-based, protocol-based, and host-based reorder-
ing. These groups are characterized briefly below.
Flow-based methods exploit the scenario where several

flows between the covert sender and the covert receiver can
be established to use them to convey secrets. This can be
performed, for instance, by partitioning covert information
into fragments and transmitting each part via a selected flow.

The concept of utilizing a number of flows to create
a distributed covert transmission channel has been already
applied, for instance, in the Cloak solution [17]. It is a
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FIGURE 1. Classification of existing reordering-based works.

timing information hiding method which conceals secrets by
uniquely distributing N packets over M TCP flows. Other
examples in this category include establishing flows based
on different protocols like in protocol switching covert chan-
nels (PSCC) [30]. In PSCC, secret data is assigned to the
specific type of network protocol. For example, HTTP pro-
tocol can denote the embedding of the covert bit ‘‘0’’ while
the DNS protocol can be interpreted as binary ‘‘1’’. In this
case, an exemplary packet sequence: HTTP, DNS, DNS,
HTTP, would transfer secret data ‘‘0110’’. Data is encoded
by flow manipulation, not by leveraging the protocol specifi-
cation or implementation.

Next, protocol-based methods utilize the nature of a spe-
cific communication protocol specification or implementa-
tion, for instance, by leveraging its sloppiness or errors.
When compared to flow-based approaches, it does not
use the flow as an interaction between parties, but rather
a modification of details of the considered protocol. For
the flow-based methods, minimum two flows are needed,
while the protocol-based methods require only a single
channel.

For example, in [12] the authors study data hiding
techniques which apply out-of-order packets to constitute
a permutation-based encoding, while in [13] they exploit the
order of events of legitimate transmissions to conceal secret
data. Other similar approaches are also investigated in [1] and
[24]. Another example leverages HTTP traffic modification,
e.g., [5], [10], [11] where the order of headers in HTTP
messages is modified and specific header sequences are used
to denote covert data bits.

Finally, host-based techniques embrace all data hiding
methods that utilize reordering to embed secrets within the
content generated on the host, e.g., in digital media files
like images, JavaScript files, etc. An example of such an
information hiding method is a minification-based technique
proposed in this paper, where the variables in the JavaScript
files are reordered to carry secret data bits.

III. TECHNIQUES TO REDUCE THE WEBPAGE LOADING
TIME: THE BASICS
An important part of the web optimization area are the tech-
niques recognized as bundling and minification. Generally
speaking, bundling is used to decrease the number of requests
that are required to fetch all content and minification is
applied to reduce the total size of the website content that
needs to be transferred. Finally, all these approaches allow to
decrease the time required for transferring a complete website
to the browser.

Bundling is a simple procedure to combine many files into
a single one and usually it is being performed on JavaScript
and CSS files. Instead of including the following list of files:

<link rel="stylesheet" href="yahoo/base-min.css">
<link rel="stylesheet" href="yahoo/pure-min.css">
<link rel="stylesheet" href= "yahoo/grids-min.css">
<link rel="stylesheet" href= "style.css">
<link rel="stylesheet" href= "header.css">
<link rel="stylesheet" href= "link_menu.css">
<link rel="stylesheet" href= "footer.css">
<link rel="stylesheet" href= "section.css">
<link rel="stylesheet" href="static-page.css">

we can replace that by the following single one:

<link rel="stylesheet" href="site-combined.css">

and by that, reduce the number of requests from 9 to 1. There
are many tools and libraries supporting bundling, so introduc-
ing that mechanism is currently quite straightforward.

On the other hand, minification is a technique where the
source code is converted, so that the obtained content is sig-
nificantly reduced keeping the same features and behaviour.
This can be applied for different types of content, primarily
for the CSS and JS files. Usually, minification is applied after
the bundling process.

While executing minification on CSS files is relatively
easy, doing so on JavaScript files is a much more complex
task. Typically, the process starts with parsing the code and
then a number of transformations are applied. This includes:

• Removing white characters like spaces, new lines, and
comments – this is the easiest first transformation.

• Shortening variables’ names, usually with a single char-
acter. Even if it seems a simple task, it is not trivial as
the variables need to be positioned in the right scope.
Usually a syntax abstract tree is created, then the scopes
are calculated, and finally the variables are being appro-
priately renamed.

• Replacing the function call by its in-line equivalent
sometimes may reduce the size. In more advanced mini-
fiers, one function can be replaced by another one.

• Using with statement may also reduce the size, but some
calculation is needed since it may also increase the size
in some cases.

• A bunch of other small changes like removing block
delimiters, joining a sequence of var declarations, trans-
forming if statements (to, e.g., conditional expressions),
converting arrays to objects (where applicable), calcu-
lating constant expressions if possible.

• In more advanced minifiers (e.g., Google Closure) there
are also semantic transformations where a part of the
code is being rewritten to the other one. It is based on the
assumption that the minifier is able to understand what
the code does and propose a smaller in size alternative.
The only risk is that in such a case there is no 100% guar-
antee that the code will behave as originally intended.
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JavaScript minification started with JSMin [9] introduced
by Douglas Crockford in 2001 where basic operations like
removing white spaces and comments were executed. Over
the years, several recognized tools have been created like
Google Closure Compiler [23], UglifyJS [2], and Yahoo’s
YUI Compressor [16] which is investigated in this paper.

Finally, let us review a toy example on how the code looks
like before and after minification. In Listing 1 there is a
snippet of a common JavaScript code:

Listing 1. Example normal JavaScript file.

In Listing 2 we can see the same code after the minifi-
cation process where, as intended, the code size has been
significantly reduced. Clearly, as all white spaces have been
removed, putting the content into more than one line is only
for visualization purposes.

IV. MINIFICATION-BASED DATA HIDING
One of the key transformations in the minification process is
to manipulate variables and reduce their length. A new set of
variables’ names is used and in the file they are introduced
in a specific order. We can observe that in our example – in
Listing 1 variables are introduced in a sequence: etolfnar.
If we consider that sequence as a permutation based on the

alphabet aeflonrt, then we can use it to carry information.
Even in this small example we can send up to 8! different

Listing 2. Example minified JavaScript file.

Listing 1. Exemplary minified JavaScript file with exposed sequence of
variables: etolfnar).

messages. Our proposed information hiding technique is
based on that capability: we define a schema where
(1) a sequence will represent a specific secret message, (2)
the sequence is embedded to a file during minification, (3)
the sequence is retrieved from the file once it is delivered
to the recipient, (4) the secret message is decoded from the
sequence.

Looking at the example (which is obtained by a minifier
available at javascript-minifier.com) we can also
observe another key property: both alphabets and sequences
provided by real minifiers are not determined and they can
vary depending on many factors (e.g., minifier, source code).
We will use that property later in the stealthiness analysis.

A. THREAT MODEL
In this section, we put our method in the context of web
communication. Themost common scenario can be described
as follows: a user is entering an URL into a web browser,
(1) the web browser is making a sequence of HTTP requests
for different resources including JavaScript files, (2) for
each request the server is generating the appropriate content,
(3) once the content is ready, the web server is providing an
HTTP response (4). Nowadays, there is a quite common pat-
ternwhere intermediary components are introduced: a reverse
proxy which sits on the server side to support delivering the
content and a forward proxy which resides on the client side.

In the above scenario, our method is applied as follows.
As an input, we have a sequence of variables which is carrying
a secret message. On the web server (3), either we influence
the minification process ensuring the sequence is embedded
in JavaScript file(s) or we apply re-minification in case the
content is alreadyminified. Then, once the content is received
by the client, a secret message can be extracted either on
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the web browser (5) or on the forward proxy (5a). If the
interaction is between the web server and the web browser,
we recognize that as the end-2-end scenario, in case the
interaction is between proxies, then we consider that as the
man-in-the-middle scenario. Clearly, all other cross-variants
are also supported.

Please also note that the presented method is not limited
to the HTTP web scenario. It can be applied in any context
where JavaScript files are being transferred between parties
over the network.

Now, let us review the ways an attacker may interfere with
our scenario. Generally, there are two types of attackers:
• passive attacker which is intercepting and observing the
traffic, it can be network-based or host-based,

• active attacker which can interact with parties by spoof-
ing both the server and the client, i.e. sending requests
to the server or responding to requests from the client.

Nevertheless, a common usage of SSL/TLS protocols nowa-
days strongly limits the power of an attacker and only
host-based approaches are feasible.

B. HIDING THE SECRET MESSAGE
Embedding process consists of the following main steps:

1) Converting a secret message M into a permutation of
variables S

2) Executing minification obtaining file f with S embed-
ded

3) Putting minified f as a part of the web response
Now let us review all those steps in more detail.

1) CONVERTING A SECRET MESSAGE M INTO A
PERMUTATION OF VARIABLES S
Let us assume that M = (c1, . . . , cl) is a secret message
where ci is the ith, 8-bit ASCII character ofM . Each character
will be encoded by a sequence of variables and different
values will be represented by different permutations of those
variables. As each ci may have up to 256 different values,
we need a long enough permutation and the lowest size
is 6 (6! = 720 > 256, but 5! = 120 < 256). Let
then (v1, v2, . . . , v6l) be a sequence of variables that will be
used to encode M , i.e. each ci will be encoded by variables
v6(i−1)+1, . . . , v6i. The actual mapping of characters to per-
mutations is negligible until it is agreed by both parties.

Let us now analyze an example to explain further the idea
and present how it can be applied in practice. Let string secret
be a message we want to hide. As our message is based on
alphabet cerstwe need a permutation set of size at least 5. The
minimum such size is 3 as 3! = 6 > 5. Next, we introduce the
following mapping c→ abc, e→ acb, r→ bac, s→ bca,
t→ cab. Since secret is 6 letter word, we need a sequence
of 18 variables to encode it. For simplicity we can take the
respective part of the English alphabet: abcdefghijklmnopqr.
According to the previously described rule, each character is
encoded by the appropriate 3 variables subsequence, but its
order is defined by the corresponding item in the mapping
table. A summary is presented in Tab. 1.

Finally, the encoding result consists of subresults linked
together:

S = bcadfeghikjlmonrpq.

In our investigation, we also consider another variant of the
secret message encoding where we map pairs of characters to
a single permutation. Clearly, the size of the permutation set
in such a scheme must be adequately larger, because each of
the potential pairs of characters requires a corresponding per-
mutation in a permutation set. For the toy example mentioned
above, this means that we need to encode 6 · 6 = 36 pairs
of characters which results in n! > 36. This can be fulfilled
for n = 5 with the following pairs of permutation mappings:
aa→ abcdef, ae→ abcdfe, al→ abcedf, . . .. To obtain the
encoding mapping, we follow the same steps as presented
in Table 1.

TABLE 1. Key constituents of proposed data hiding method based on the
example.

Optionally, we also apply a secret key which is another
additional permutation that can be combined with the
obtained sequence. In this work, we consider the following
two scenarios:
ECB: a secret key is applied to each subsequence corre-

sponding to a specific character separately. It can be
the same key for each block, however, we consider a
scenario with a dedicated key for each subsequence.
This scheme is presented in Fig. 3.

CBC: a secret key is applied to the first subsequence and
each next subsequence k−1 is the key for determining
subsequence k . This scenario is illustrated in Fig. 4.

2) EXECUTING MINIFICATION OBTAINING THE FILE f WITH S
EMBEDDED
In the previous section, we have obtained a sequence of
variables S representing the secret message we want to hide
in JavaScript file f using our approach. As we observed in
Listing 1, from each JavaScript file we can extract variables
in the order in which they are used for the first time. Thus,
we just need to ensure that during the minification process,
the extracted sequence is S. To achieve that, we modified a
minifier in a way that it takes an additional parameter which
is S and in result we obtain fm which is theminified JavaScript
file with the expected property. Please note that fm is also a
valid JavaScript file, so we expect that our modified minifier
is able to take S ′ (another sequence of variables) and fm as
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FIGURE 2. The considered data hiding scenario.

parameters and return f ′m with the expected property, i.e. f ′m
with embedded S ′.
Let us now position this activity on our Threat Model

(Fig. 2). On the web server JavaScript file f can be either
already minified or minification can be a part of the web con-
tent generation. Then we apply either re-minification or mini-
fication for the first time, in both cases providing S as a
parameter (3). In case a reverse proxy takes part in the com-
munication, we can execute minification or re-minification,
respectively, on that component instead of on the web
server (3a).

3) PUTTING fm AS A PART OF THE WEB RESPONSE
That is a very straightforward activity which is about to
replace the original file f with fm in the web response.

C. EXTRACTING THE SECRET MESSAGE
Obtaining the hidden secret message is executed on the web
client or on the forward proxy (depending on the scenario
variant) after the web response is delivered. As fm includes
the sequence S, we start with extracting this sequence. Then,
reversing the transformations described in Section IV-B1 on
sequence S we obtain the original secret message.

D. IMPLEMENTATION DESCRIPTION AND TEST DATA
Running the complete scenario requires implementing the
following:
• An application which is capable to convert a secret
message into the appropriate sequence of variables (to
support the respective part of the embedding procedure)
and, in the reverse direction, to convert a sequence of
variables back into the secret message (to support the
respective part of the extraction procedure). That should
be based on the description presented in Section IV-B1.

FIGURE 3. Electronic codebook (ECB) scheme.

FIGURE 4. Cipher block chaining (CBC) scheme.

• A modification to a minifier to embed a sequence of
variables during minification or to extract a sequence of
variables from the received JavaScript file. That should
be based on the description in Section IV-B2. As the
minifier, we selected YUI minifier which has been
extended with the required functionalities.

Both the application and YUI minifier were in C#.
JavaScript test files come from the CDNJS open source

project available at https://cdnjs.com/libraries
[status on 2019-07-23]. For our experimental evaluation
purposes, we downloaded 21,929 files. Then, we removed
duplicated files (the ones available in the not-minified and
minified versions together) and the ones which YUI com-
pressor failed to minimize, including the files which YUI
compressor failed to minimize after one minification what is
required to support all scenarios. We also excluded files with
recognized only 1 variable as with 1 variable nothing can be
encoded. Finally, our test data consists of 8,010 JavaScript
files.
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V. RESULTS
In information hiding, there is a standard set of properties
which constitutes a baseline for the method assessment:
robustness, stealthiness, and data hiding capacity. Robustness
is about ensuring that even if intentional or random changes
occur during transmission, secret message still can be recov-
ered, or at least the fact of modification can be detected.
Stealthiness, being the core of information hiding, is about
ensuring that secret communication remains undetected with
some high probability. Finally, data hiding capacity, is about
measuring howmuch hidden data can be transmitted. Usually
the challenge is to find a balance between the level of stealth-
iness and capacity as both properties are mutually exclusive.
In our investigation, we introduce two measures: based on the
number of variables and on the size of the file.

In the remainder of this section, we investigate all the
properties and by that we can assess the proposed technique.
Moreover, during the performed experimental evaluation,
we investigate the following 4 variants of the secret message
embedding:
• Variant 1: Mapping 1 character to a permutation in
the robust mode (denoted in the remainder of the paper
as 1CH/R),

• Variant 2: Mapping 2 characters to a permutation in
the robust mode (denoted in the remainder of the paper
as 2CH/R),

• Variant 3: Mapping 2 characters to a permutation
in the robust mode by applying secret keys in the
ECB scheme (denoted in the remainder of the paper as
2CH/R/ECB),

• Variant 4: Mapping 2 characters to a permutation in
the non-robust mode by applying the secret key in the
CBC scheme (denoted in the remainder of the paper as
2CH/NR/CBC).

By evaluating the selection of variants mentioned above,
we want to achieve the following. First, we want to compare
the stealthiness and data hiding capacity between mapping a
single character and a pair of characters to a single permuta-
tion – this can be achieved by comparing Variants 1 and 2.
Next, we want to investigate how applying a permutation key
influences stealthiness. To analyze this, we introduce ECB
and CBC schemes and the conclusions can be drawn based
on the results for Variants 2, 3, and 4. Finally, we employ the
robust mode in all variants where it is possible, i.e., Variants
1, 2, and 3. Unfortunately, due to the specific requirements
related to the permutation set 5 for the CBC scheme, it was
not possible to introduce the robust mode for Variant 4. That
is why this is the only variant with the non-robust mode.

A. ROBUSTNESS
Changes which may affect the secret message can be inten-
tional or accidental. Intentional modifications usually occur
when someone is attacking the system, accidental changes
may have different sources, for instance, a mobile opera-
tor compressing content for smartphones or a mobile web
browser doing so. In any case, we need a way to correct the

content and if not possible, to detect the modification, so we
know that the content is no longer reliable.

As our scheme is based on permutations, we need a way to
detect and correct the situation when the original permutation
is changed. We can achieve that by introducing the following:
(1) a set of selected ’’valid’’ permutations (by that we can
detect errors) and (2) a mechanism which allows to measure
some type of distance between permutations (by that we
can find the closest one and potentially correct the errors).
To achieve that, we introduce (1) Hamming distance which
is defined as the number of disagreements between permu-
tations, noted as hd(p1, p2) and based on it (2) Permutation
Array A with a Hamming distance d which is defined as a
set of permutations where each pair has a Hamming distance
at least d , noted as hd(A) = d . Moreover, the maximum
length of a permutation array where for any p1, p2 ∈ A
hd(p1, p2) > d holds is denoted by M (n, d). Unfortunately,
finding a permutation with the required property is very dif-
ficult, but that property and many other ones of permutation
arrays have been widely investigated over the years ( [3], [4],
[8], [27], [28]) and today we can find several permutation
arrays which we can apply for our purposes. Specifically,
in [3] a number of permutation arrays are provided and we
will use
• the one described as M (17, 10) = 303 of size n = 17
for Variant 1 (single character mapping), we will refer to
it as permutation array PAsingle (PAs for short), and

• the one described as M (16, 9) = 5739 of size 16 for
Variants 2 and 3 (pair of characters mapping), we will
refer to it as permutation array PApair (PAp for short).

Having a permutation array A with hd(A) = 10 we
obviously obtain the property (1) and we can detect errors
(up to 9 changes). As there is the guarantee that there is
no other permutation closer than 9 changes, we also obtain
property (2) and we can fix the permutation in case of
error (up to 5 changes). Of course an analogous applies in
case we have permutation array A′ with hd(A′) = 9. It is
worth to mention that the considered permutation arrays are
arbitrary. We could take ones of a shorter length, but then
with a smaller Hamming distance, or otherwise. Deciding on
those parameters is about striking the right balance between
robustness and data hiding capacity. This means that the
greater Hamming distance we want, the longer permutation
length is required, thus the more variables will be required
to encode a single character, and finally the less charac-
ters we will be able to encode with the same number of
variables.

We started the section with the observation that modifi-
cations can be either accidental or intentional. In case of
accidental changes (assuming that there are not so many of
them), most likely we will be able to correct the message,
however, in case of intentional changes in the communication
we can expect toomany changes and our recoverymechanism
might not work. Nevertheless, in both cases we should be able
to detect changes and by that discard the received message as
not reliable anymore.
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B. STEALTHINESS
In this section, we investigate how difficult it is to discover
the secret message. We approach the evaluation in the two
following ways:

• analyzing the permutations themselves,
• analyzing JavaScript files with embedded permutations.

1) ANALYSIS OF PERMUTATIONS
In this section, we examine the stealthiness of permuta-
tions alone, i.e., we check how difficult it is to discover the
secret messages in the permutations themselves.We start with
preparing permutations based on the real text in the following
way:
• We split the real text into fixed size messages
M1, . . . ,Mn. In our investigation, we decided to take
messages of size 40 characters and we obtained 637 full
files which we included for further consideration. File
number 638 was of size 33 characters and we decided to
exclude it.

• We encode all messages using the method described
in Section IV-B. As a result, we get permutations
P1, . . . ,Pn where
– For mapping a single character to a permutation,

each resulting permutation is a concatenation of
permutations from PAs and it takes the following
form Pi = (p(i)1 , . . . , p(i)680) (680 = 17 · 40),

– For mapping a pair of characters to a permutation,
each resulting permutation is a concatenation of
permutations from PAp and it takes the following
form Pi = (p(i)1 , . . . , p(i)320) (320 = 16 · 20).

• As a preparation for the analysis, we put all permutations
in a table where row i represents permutation Pi and
column j represents jth variable for a given permutation.
Clearly, the table has a size 637 × 680 (or 637 × 320,
respectively). Then we take each column and calculate
statistics for variables’ occurrences within each group
of variables representing a specific character (or a pair
of characters, respectively). In the result we obtain the
histogram table as presented in Tab. 2).

TABLE 2. Example histogram tables for variables and their occurrence
number within the group.

Comparing groups of values within the red frames in Tab. 2
we can observe a type of similarity in the distribution of
values within different positions. As red frames are refer-
ring to groups of variables connected to a single character
(or a pair of characters, respectively), we can make that

comparison between each pair of groups and repeat that for
each variable (expressed as rows in the table). We applied
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test to compare the distributions of
those pairs of groups and confirm the hypothesis.

The analysis described so far has been applied to the
plain message encoding. Clearly, instead of operating on plan
messages M1, . . . ,M637, we can operate on messages that
are compressed, encrypted or compressed and encrypted. For
compression we use GZip and for encryption we use AES.
Moreover, as a reference point, we have also generated the
respective random messagesMR

1 , . . . ,MR
637.

We have performed the described earlier group comparison
analysis using Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, i.e., a compari-
son of histograms representing the distribution of variables’
occurrences. We have done that in the following two ways:
• For groups within the specific encoding method (plain
encoding, GZip, AES, GZip+AES) and, as a reference
point, groups within the plain encoding of the ran-
dom messages MR

i . Aggregated results are presented in
Tab. 3.

• For groups between the specific encoding method (plain
encoding, GZip, AES, GZip+AES) and plain encoding
of the random messages MR

i , i.e. in the comparison one
group was taken from the original text encoded and
the other one was taken from the random messages.
Aggregated results are presented in Tab. 4.

TABLE 3. Results of Kolmogorov-Smirnov test applied to groups
internally (higher value implies more similarity).

TABLE 4. Results of Kolmogorov-Smirnov test applied to groups between
the encoded original messages and the encoded random messages
(higher value implies more similarity).

Results summarized in Tab. 3 confirm that distributions
within the investigated groups are similar to each other. How-
ever, as that applies also to randomly generated messages,
observing this kind of similarity does not provide an indi-
cation that any secret message is being covert. It is also
worth noting that the results for GZip in Variants 1 and
2 indicate smaller similarity than in other cases. Currently we
do not have a thorough explanation of this observation, but
we suspect that it comes from the nature of the compression
algorithm which is to remove patterns and similarities as
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FIGURE 5. Chars occurrences statistics for permutations based on the randomly generated strings (Variant 2).

FIGURE 6. Chars occurrences statistics for permutations based on the messages encrypted using AES (Variant 2).

much as possible and by that encode the information using the
smallest number of bits as possible. However, applying key
permutations (Variants 3 and 4 with ECB and CBC schemes)
increases the factor value, so the results for these variants are
similar for all considered encoding methods.

For evaluating the stealthiness property, it might be more
important to analyse the results from Tab. 4. In this analysis,
we consider chars statistics for encoding random strings as
the reference point, which can be compared to chars statistics
for each type of encoding method. First, we can observe
that for the Variant 1 (with mapping a single character to
a permutation), the similarity is quite low for the native
encoding (0.13) and it is increasing for GZip and Encryption
(0.26 and 0.59, respectively). The situation is improved for
Variant 2 where we map a pair of characters to a permutation.
Without applying any type of encryption or key similarity,
it is on the level ca. 0.5. However, when we apply either
encryption (AES) or key permutation (both in ECB or CBC
modes), this factor value increases to ca. 0.9 for all these
cases.

By comparing Figs. 5, 6, and 7 we can observe visually the
difference between the values 0.56 and 0.88 in Tab. 4. In each

of them X-axis is referring to the position among all permu-
tations (20 permutations of size 16 results in 320 positions),
Y-axis denotes the occurrence value, and Z-axis is indicating
16 variables (‘a’-‘p’). The similarity between Figs. 5 and 6 is
reflected by the value 0.88 (which are quite similar) and the
similarity between Figs. 5 and 7 equals 0.56 (these diagrams
are less similar). Now, we can observe also visually that it is
hard to distinguish between a diagram representing random
strings and a diagram representing encoding with high K-S
test results. This implies that it is difficult to detect that some
secret message is being transferred.

As a summary of this part of our research, we conclude
that variants Robust, mapping 2 chars, AES or GZip+AES
are the ones resulting in the optimal configuration: the highest
level of noise, a robust encryption technique, and a relatively
short key.

2) ANALYSIS OF JavaScript FILES
During the traffic observation, an attacker captures the whole
web site content, then JavaScript files can be separated. Let us
now review what the attacker is able to conclude by making
some basic analysis of those JavaScript files. To check that,
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FIGURE 7. Chars occurrences statistics for permutations based on the native messages (Variant 2).

we took a sample JavaScript file (in this case JQuery UI
library 1) and we hid all 637 test messages (see Section V-B).
As a result, we obtained 637 minified JavaScript files. Then,
we created histograms of occurrence for all characters. As the
variables in permutations consist of the letters ‘a’-‘z’, only
differences in statistics were on these characters. Having
the histograms, we calculated the average and the standard
deviation for each character based on the values for different
minified files. Results are presented on the diagram Fig. 8.
The blue line in the middle represents the average value,
the line above represents the average value + the standard
deviation, and the line below represents the average value -
the standard deviation.

As all three lines indicate, the deviations are very small,
so noticing that there is a secret message hidden in the
JavaScript file is very unlikely.

3) SUMMARY
Considering what the attacker may suspect and the different
ways of how the attacker can discover the hidden channel,
we can define the following levels of the attacker’s maturity:
• Oblivious attacker. This is the basic level. The attacker
is monitoring all web traffic and searching for some
anomalies. Clearly, what may attract his or her attention
is the frequent alteration of JavaScript files and in case
only the variables’ sequences are changing, the attacker
maymake the first good step towards detection. To avoid
that, all parts of the file should be modified, what may
suggest a normal reason for the changes and by that
distract the attacker from searching in the right place.

• Suspicious JavaScript files aware the attacker. On this
level, the attacker notices something suspicious with the
JavaScript files and starts making an analysis to confirm
that hypothesis. However, the attacker needs to over-
come the following obstacles: (1) conclude something
tangible from the characters’ histograms even if they

1https://jqueryui.com/

FIGURE 8. Average number and deviations of occurrences of letters in
minified JavaScript files.

are not so meaningful (Fig. 8) (or introduce other more
sophisticated analysis), (2) if more changes are applied
to the file, extract that the variables’ sequences are the
carrier (note that sequence of variables not following
the alphabet is quite common among minifiers, see
Section III), (3) figure out the further obfuscation how
the variables’ sequence is mingled (it is not proposed in
the paper, but easily can be introduced).

• Suspicious variables aware attacker. Now the attacker
discovers that something is wrong with the variables’
sequence and is trying to find some patterns there.
However, at this stage, the attacker needs to overcome
the following obstacles: (1) find the right groups, how
variables are grouped including additional mingling,
(2) discover what is being encoded, i.e. is it a sin-
gle character or maybe more characters, (3) conclude
something meaningful from the statistical tests and as
we observed in the earlier analysis, analysis based on
Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests may not give conclusive
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results, moreover, when we additionally add some form
of encryption and chaining, it is even much harder for
the attacker to find something meaningful.

• Fully aware attacker. Now the attacker is sure that the
sequence of variables is the carrier for some secret mes-
sage. Clearly, we are not able to guarantee the stealthi-
ness property anymore, but when using encryption the
secret message remains secret. In case the attacker is
trying to tamper the secret message by the robustness
property, we have a chance to detect that manipulation.

C. DATA HIDING CAPACITY
In this section, we analyze how much data can be trans-
ferred by the proposed technique. We investigate two ways
of measure:
• Calculating how many variables are available in the
considered files (based on the variables’ sequences),

• Calculating the total number of bytes that needs to be
transferred over the network (based on the file size and
number of variables).

1) MAXIMUM DATA EMBEDDING
In this analysis, we want to estimate how much data can be
transferred taking into account (1) the number of variables
available in the file, (2) the fact that we encode a single or a
pair of characters per permutation with length 17 or 16,
respectively. By that analysis, we complete the investigation
for Variants 1, 2, and 3 (described in Section V). Even if our
main focus is on the robust scenario, we will also at some
point make a comparison to the non-robust scenario where
only 6 variables are required to encode a single character and
7 variables to encode a pair of characters. By that analysis,
we complete the investigation for Variant 4, but also for a sce-
nario not investigated previously (single character mapping in
the non-robust scenario), but introduced here for comparison
completeness purposes.

At this point, we want to emphasize that when we consider
encoding pairs of characters, the selected permutation arrays
are capable to handle only a subset of all possible pairs of
characters, not all of them. However, it is worth noting that
this still represents the maximum capacity in case of applying
such an optimization.

Analyzing all 8010 investigated files from the data set,
we can easily calculate that on average we have 39.64 vari-
ables per file. Using this number we can encode:
• 2 characters in the single character mapping – robust
scenario (Variant 1),

• 6 characters in the single character mapping – non-
robust scenario.

• 4 characters in the pair of characters mapping – robust
scenario (Variants 2 and 3),

• 14 characters in the pair of characters mapping – non-
robust scenario (Variant 4).

Clearly, some files are much more popular and prevalent
than others, so when creating a typical web site, we can
assume that some set of files is much more likely.

TABLE 5. A list of popular JavaScript libraries with the number of
variables that can be used for encoding purposes.

In Tab. 5 there is a list of JavaScript files (or libraries) typ-
ically used in creating a common modern website. Assuming
that the list is present in the content, we obtain 1071 variables
which give the possibility to encode:
• b1071/17c = 63 characters in the single character
mapping, robust scenario,

• b1071/6c = 178 characters in the single character
mapping, non-robust scenario.

• b1071/16c · 2 = 132 characters in the pair of characters
mapping, robust scenario,

• b1071/7c · 2 = 306 characters in the pair of characters
mapping, non-robust scenario.

In this paper, we analyze the mapping a single character
and a pair of characters to a single permutation, but we
can potentially map any number of characters to a single
permutation unless it is long enough. Even though it would be
hard to do that in a robust scenario as it is not easy to find very
big permutation arrays with a reasonable Hamming distance,
we could do that for a non-robust scenario. Assuming that it
is enough to have 70 characters of alphabet, the capacity for
variants with mapping from 1 to 20 characters per permuta-
tion are presented in Tab. 6.
The influence of the increasing the number of characters

being mapped to a single permutation on the overall data
hiding capacity is illustrated in Fig. 9 (and is also presented
in Tab. 6). First, we can observe that, in general, increasing
the number of characters that are mapped to a single permu-
tation elevates the obtained data hiding capacity. It is worth
noting that for the single character mapping, the resulting
data capacity is 214 characters and it rises up to 9 characters
mappings where we have the strongest growth in the data
capacity (increase by 290). For larger values, the increase in
capacity can still be observed, however, it is slower until it
reaches 640 (increase by 136) for mapping 20 characters to a
single permutation.

Now, let us review how many characters can be encoded
using our test files (which are the real-world ones being used
by developers to create web content).

In Tab. 7 we find a summary showing the number of files
that are able to encode up to a specific number of characters.
We provide two numbers: the number of files which can
encode exactly a specific number of characters (Files no.
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TABLE 6. Size of the secret message that can be embedded with
1071 variables in schemes with different numbers of characters mapped
to a single permutation.

FIGURE 9. Influence of the number of characters mapped to a single
permutation on the data hiding capacity.

column) and the number of files which can encode up to a
specific number of characters, i.e. reverse cumulative sum
(Total files no.). In columnVars range there is a value defining
the required range of variables supporting a specific case.
For instance, the value 50 indicates that having the variables’
number in the range [34, 50] we can encode 2 characters,
743 files has exactly the number of variables from the con-
sidered range and 2011 files has variables’ number from the
range [0, 50]. We made this analysis both the robust scenario
(columns 2-4) and non-robust scenario (columns 5-7). Anal-
ogous results have been presented in Tab. 8 also for the case
of mapping a pair of characters to a single permutation.

Even though quite a lot of files are bringing not too much
value and a quite significant number is even completely use-
less (3848 for robust cases and 1648 for non-robust ones),
there are still a lot of files which can be used successfully
and as we saw before, quite a lot of the most popular files

TABLE 7. Data hiding capacity for ’robust’ and ’non-robust’ scenarios,
single character mapping variant.

TABLE 8. Data hiding capacity for ’robust’ and ’non-robust’ scenarios,
pair of characters mapping variant.

are carrying quite big number of variables. At this point it is
clearly visible that one property may affect the other one and
in this case the following non-robust scenario increases a lot
the data capacity property.

Finally, when a modern website is created, as we can see
in Tab. 5 many different JavaScript files are involved and by
that in total we may get enough variables to encode the secret
message of a reasonable size. From that, we can conclude
that from the data hiding capacity perspective, the proposed
method can be practically applied.

2) REAL-WORLD COVERT TRANSMISSION EFFICIENCY
In this section, we consider efficiency from the perspec-
tive of the number of bytes being sent over the network,
in other words, we connect the number of variables with
the JavaScript file size. We measure the efficiency (e) in the
following way: let f be the minified JavaScript file of the
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FIGURE 10. Number of JavaScript files able to embed a string of a given
length.

FIGURE 11. Values of efficiency coefficient.

size k bytes and it consists of sequence S of l variables.
Thus, when we send the file f (using k bytes) at the same
time we send l variables which can be used to encode secret
characters. Making a quick calculation, we get that sending
1 variable requires sending k/l bytes (on average) over the
network and that’s the way how we define our efficiency:
e = k/l. Clearly, the smaller e, the better.

In Fig. 11 we can observe how many files have which
efficiency coefficient. As we are interested only in statistics
here (the actual files do not matter), we treat the files anony-
mously and they are sorted from the best to the worst values.
We can easily conclude that the significant majority of files
have a very reasonable efficiency coefficient and on average
the value is e = 1318. Clearly, we can see that on the very
right side of the diagram the line explodes disproportionately,
so if we exclude those worst values (distinguishing, e.g.,
110 files) we will obtain the average value e = 987 (for the
first 7900 files). In Fig. 12 we can find the same data, but
presented as the cumulative distribution function.

If we take a closer look at the obtained results, we can
observe the following interesting findings:
• 4196 files have e 6 1000 (what is more than half of the
investigated files),

FIGURE 12. Cumulative distribution function of the efficiency coefficient.

• 7113 files have e 6 2500 (what constitutes almost all
files),

• 107 files have e > 10000.
Again, both diagrams and the curves’ shapes make us even
more confident that the proposed method is feasible to send
the meaningful amount of data. Combining that with the
result of the analysis from the previous section ensures that
the method can be applied in practice in many websites.

Finally, let us reiterate an essential practical aspect: today’s
modern websites are based onmany different JavaScript files,
usuallymore than 10, sometimes evenmore.Moreover, a very
recent outcome from the research presented in [20] showcases
that every day the total size of JavaScript files in the traffic
coming from the Alexa’s Top 10,000 websites is summed up
to ca. 7.5GB. That again shows the potential of using the
proposedmethod for information hiding and confirms its very
practical dimension.

VI. CONCLUSION
In the paper, a new information hiding method based on
the JavaScript minification has been proposed. Experimental
results confirm that the method delivers the expected key
properties: robustness and stealthiness, providing reasonable
data hiding capacity. From that, we can conclude that the
method is feasible and can be practically applied for data
hiding purposes.

In the next steps, we are mainly going to propose a more
complete scheme which includes other types of web content,
i.e., HTML and CSS files, as well as apply a similar technique
to obfuscators which seems to be very promising.
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